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Sweden 
 

Display 

 

 

P2815Q 

PC för alla (SWE) published a positive reveiw of the 28 Ultra 

HD, highlighting its great price and that it is suitable if you are 

working with spreadsheets, picture-in-picture or other activities 

when you need maximum overview. "For office work this is a 

very affortable display." 

7 out of 10 points PC För Alla - SE 

 
13/05/2014 

  

 

P2815Q 

M3 (SWE) re-published the review of P2815Q in their printed 

issue, highligting the large display, low price and many 

connection ports as its main benefits.  

7 out of 10 M3 - SE 

 
08/04/2014 

  

 

P2815Q 

PC för alla (SWE) published a positive reveiw of the 28 Ultra 

HD, highlighting its great price and that it is suitable if you are 

working with spreadsheets, picture-in-picture or other activities 

when you need maximum overview. The journalist writes: "For 

office work this is a very affortable display." 

 
PC För Alla - SE 

Link  26/03/2014 

  

 

S2340T 

http://pcforalla.idg.se/2.1054/1.553237/dell-p2815q--4k-skarm-for-folket
http://pcforalla.idg.se/2.1054/1.553237/dell-p2815q--4k-skarm-for-folket


IT-Branschen (SWE), the biggest channel publication in 

Sweden published Datormagazins test of the 23 Touch Monitor 

in their latest issue. They highlight the amount of connection 

ports, camera, microfone and the impressive stand.  

5 out of 6 IT-Branschen - SE 

 
08/04/2014 

  

 

S2340T 

Datormagazin (SWE) published a positive review of the 

S2340T, saying it is a wonderful display with a lot of great 

functions. The review highlights the great articulating stand and 

flexible design together with the variety of connect options and 

the high resolution display. In addition the journalist points out 

"The articulating stand is almoust genius and it does not matter 

in which position the monitor is used, the 10-point multi-touch 

capability works perfectly and the display offers high precision 

and the responsiveness is spot on!." 

Best in test Datormagazin - SE 

 
05/03/2014 

  

 

UltraSharp U2413 

Fotosidan (SWE) has published a positive review of the 

UltraSharp U2413. The review highlights the wide color 

spectrum describing it as easy to adjust and praises the USB 3 

hub."Dell U2413 is the only display in this price range that 

almost covers the larger Adobe RGB color space. Dell has for 

several years focused on ambitious and affordable displays for 

users with high color requirements. With U2413 you get a lot 

of color for your money." 

 
Fotosidan - SE 

Link  09/10/2014 

  

 

UltraSharp UZ2315H 

Datormagazin (SWE) published a positive review of the 

UltraSharp UZ2315H monitor, highlighting its good screen 

solution and competitive price."I recommend it to every office 

that is looking for a an affordable monitor." 

4 out of 6 points Datormagazin - SE 

 
04/11/2014 

  

 

Ultrasharp UZ2715H 

Computer Sweden (SWE) published a good review of 

UltraSharp UZ2715H monitor which received 3.6 out of 5 

points. The review lauds the graphic performance, the great 

audio and the camera. "The display's built-in camera is 

extremely light sensitive so even with limited light sources the 

http://www.fotosidan.se/cldoc/test-bildskarmar-for-fotografer.htm
http://www.fotosidan.se/cldoc/test-bildskarmar-for-fotografer.htm
http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.563703/smidigt-konferenspaket-for-kontoret


image is really good and the camera is significantly better than 

my own webcam." 

3.6 out of 5 points Computer Sweden - SE 

Link  03/06/2014 

  

 

Notebook 

 

 

Latitude 13 Education series 

Notebookcheck (SWE) published a neutral review for the 

Latitude 3340 lauding battery runtime, quiet and cool operation 

as well as the practical casing, but found drawbacks in display 

quality and choice of materials."The strong battery life is 

excellent" 

Satisfying (73 %) Notebookcheck - SE 

Link  20/05/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 7000 series 

PC-Tidningen (SWE) published a positive review of the 

Latitude E7440, praising the construction and power of the 

laptop."Both the keyboard and mouse pad work really well and 

it is a pleasure to use this machine." 

 
PC-Tidningen - SE 

Link  06/06/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 7000 series 

PC-Tidningen (SWE) published an excellent review of Latitude 

E7440 awarding it 8 out of 10 points. The review highlights its 

fast processor, the internal SSD storage and great display 

resolution as the main benefits. “The screen is touch-sensitive 

and responds quickly when we use it. It is really smooth to 

navigate through Windows 8 on it.”  

8 out of 10 points PC-Tidningen - SE 

 
13/05/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme 

NotebookCheck published an excellent review of Latitude 14 

Rugged Extreme, rating it 84 %. The review highlights the nice 

design and build quality as well as the affordable price. 

“Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme is an extremely sturdy designed 

workhorse, which could be used in the most inhostpitable 

environments. In addition to the cool chassi it has great 

performance parts and a modern interface.” 

http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.563703/smidigt-konferenspaket-for-kontoret
http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Latitude-3340-sammanfattning.117049.0.html
http://pctidningen.se/datorer/test-av-dell-latitude-e7440-ultrabook
http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Latitude-3340-sammanfattning.117049.0.html
http://pctidningen.se/datorer/test-av-dell-latitude-e7440-ultrabook
http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Latitude-14-Rugged-Extreme-sammanfattning.124048.0.html


0.84 Notebookcheck - SE 

Link  18/08/2014 

  

 

Printer  

 

 

B1160W 

PC-Tidningen (SWE) published a positive review of B1160W, 

highlighting the small size, low noice level and the wireless 

connections. The journalist writes: "If you are looking for a 

monochrome laser printer with network connection and that 

takes up minimum space, the Dell B1160W is a really great 

choice!"  

7,6 out of 10 PC-Tidningen - SE 

 
08/04/2014 

  

 

C1765nfw 

MacWorld (SWE) published a positive review of the laser 

printer C1765nfw which received 3/5. The review highlights its 

fast performance, low price and support for applications, USB 

and Ethernet. “Dell’s C1765NF is one of a few colour laser 

printers in its price range. It is a great choice for the home 

worker and the small office that needs a cheap workhorse on 

the desk.”  

3 of 5 MacWorld - SE 

 
18/04/2014 

  

 

Tablet 

 

 

Venue 11 Pro 

PC-Tidningen (SWE) published a positive review of the Venue 

11 Pro praising the device for its build quality and powerful 

interior."Dell Venue 11 Pro is a 10.8 inch tablet with Windows 

8.1 and a very powerful interior, which makes it possible to do 

a lot more than just regular surfing." 

 
PC-Tidningen - SE 

Link  20/07/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Latitude-14-Rugged-Extreme-sammanfattning.124048.0.html
http://pctidningen.se/handdatorer-gpser/test-av-dell-venue-11-pro
http://pctidningen.se/handdatorer-gpser/test-av-dell-venue-11-pro


PC-Tidningen (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Venue 11 Pro and highlighted its high performance, long 

battery life, sharp IPS-display and the great 

construction."Venue 11 Pro is a very well built and powerful 

tablet that can handle much more than just everyday surfing." 

8 out of 10 PC-Tidningen - SE 

 
23/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Notebookcheck (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Venue 11 Pro, describing it as Dell's most versitile tablet yet, 

that is surprisingly affordable."The Venue 11 Pro might just be 

the most thoughtful fusion of Dell’s previous tablet ingredients 

yet" 

Good (81%) Notebookcheck - SE 

Link  08/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Borås Tidning (SWE) published an excellent review of Venue 

11 Pro which was awarded third place in the group test and a 

close runner up to Microsoft Surface Pro 2 and Lenovo Yoga 2 

Pro. The review highlights the excellent display, replacable 

battery and great battery life as the main benefits."The 

ergonomics and usability is significantly better in models such 

as Dell Venue 11 Pro and Microsoft Surface Pro 2. The 

keyboards are easier to type on and the models feels like great 

alternatives to regular laptops.” 

3.7 out of 5 points Borås Tidning - SE 

 
12/05/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Digital foto för alla (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Venue 11 Pro which received 8.9 out of 10 points and second 

place in the comparative test, only 0.1 point after Microsoft 

Surface Pro 2. The review highlights the high speed, Full HD 

and degree of detail stating it is a great tablet for photo 

enthusiasts. "For the photo enthusiast, Dell has invested in the 

right operating system with a full scale Windows 8.1 and has 

created a tablet with great resolution and performance." 

8.9/10 Digital foto för alla - SE 

 
10/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

PC För Alla (SWE) re-published in their printed issue the 

review of Venue 11 Pro that earlier was published on their 

website. It is a positive review highlighting the battery life, 

http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Venue-11-Pro-5130-sammanfattning.118505.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Venue-11-Pro-5130-sammanfattning.118505.0.html


performance and great display.  

8 out of 10 and a "Great 

Choice"-award 
PC För Alla - SE 

 
08/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

M3 (SWE) also re-published the review from their website of 

the Venue 11 Pro in their printed issue. It became a three paged 

review with great pictures taken by the magazines own 

professional photographer. The review highlights the fast 

performance, solid construction and amazing battery life. The 

journalist writes: "As an office and surf computer in your 

everyday life, the Venue 11 Pro is a really impressing tablet. 

The battery life is really great and Dell certainly manages the 

possibility of Intel’s platform in a comfortable, stylish and 

affordable package." 

8 out of 10 M3 - SE 

 
08/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Lajka (SWE), a part of PC För Alla and M3 published an 

excellent review where they compared 7 tablets from the top 

suppliers. Venue 11 Pro came on a shared second place 

together with Microsoft Surface Pro 2. The review highlights 

the solid construction, outstanding display and great battery 

life. The journalist writes: “Venue 11 Pro is primarily intended 

for business use with a restrained but really nice design, 

excellent touch control in both the app environment and 

desktop mode and the replacable battery is something special 

that we almost never see today in any other tablet or 

smartphone.” 

"Great choice" and 8 out of 

10. 
Lajka - SE 

Link  01/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Datormagazin (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Venue 11 Pro, highligting its impressive performance, solid 

construction and long battery life which makes it to a full PC 

solution. The journalist writes: “Venue 11 Pro, regardless of 

model, is a complete work machine with high performance, 

reliability with long battery life and a wide range of accessories 

for the mobile user.” 

"Datormagazin 

Recommends" and 5 out of 6 
Datormagazin - SE 

 
27/03/2014 

http://lajka.idg.se/2.10583/1.552930/7-tunna-pc-plattor---alla-med-nya-windows-81?articleRenderMode=print&m=print
http://lajka.idg.se/2.10583/1.552930/7-tunna-pc-plattor---alla-med-nya-windows-81?articleRenderMode=print&m=print


  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

M3 (SWE) published a positive review of the Venue 11 Pro, 

highligting its impressive atom power, solid construction, great 

display and excellent battery life. “Venue 11 Pro is a really 

impressive little thing, both when it comes to using it in your 

everyday life and at the office. The fantastic battery life is 

really impressive as well as Dell’s way of managing Intel’s 

platform in a comfortable, stylish and affordable package” 

"M3 Recommends" and 8 

out of 10 
M3 - SE 

Link  17/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Sweclockers (SWE) published a positive review of the Venue 

11 Pro, saying it is one of the better options with Windows 8.1 

and within Intel's most recent processor platforms. Other 

highlighted features was the great performance and the touch-

screen based interface "Modern UI" aswell as the solid 

construction and battery life. "Dell Venue Pro 11 is one of the 

better options with Intel's latest processor platform and 

Windows 8.1." 

"Great choice" Sweclockers - SE 

Link  13/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Digitalfoto för alla (SWE) published a positive reveiw of the 

Venue 11 Pro, highlighting the display colors, Full HD and the 

possibility to use it both as a tablet and a laptop 

 
Digitalfoto för alla - SE 

Link  13/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Computer Sweden (SWE) published a positive review for the 

Venue 11 Pro, saying that together with the keyboard and the 

docking station, the Venue 11 can become a really good laptop 

"Venue 11 Pro is a perfect example and great choice for 

companies who start to look more at tablets and want to get rid 

of their laptops.". 

 
Computer Sweden - SE 

 
13/02/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Computer Sweden (SWE) published a positive review for the 

Venue 11 Pro, saying that together with the keyboard and the 

http://www.idg.se/2.1085/1.551755/dell-venue-11-pro--imponerande-atomkraft
http://www.sweclockers.com/recension/18317-dell-venue-11-pro-med-intel-atom-och-core/print
http://digitalfotoforalla.se/prylguiden/tester/fotoutrustning/test-av-dell-venue-pro-11
http://www.idg.se/2.1085/1.551755/dell-venue-11-pro--imponerande-atomkraft
http://www.sweclockers.com/recension/18317-dell-venue-11-pro-med-intel-atom-och-core/print
http://digitalfotoforalla.se/prylguiden/tester/fotoutrustning/test-av-dell-venue-pro-11
http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.545874/plattorna-som-gor-jobbdatorn-overflodig


docking station, the Venue 11 can become a really good laptop 

"Venue 11 Pro is a perfect example and great choice for 

companies who start to look more at tablets and want to get rid 

of their laptops.". 

 
Computer Sweden - SE 

Link  09/02/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Sweclockers (SWE) conducted a very unique review of Venue 

11 Pro. The journalist tested Steam In-home Streaming on 

Venue 11 Pro. While the main focus of the piece was In-Home 

Streaming, the journalist spoke very positively about the Venue 

11 Pro. "Gaming Bioshock Infinite on Dell Venue 11 Pro was 

suprisingly great with a high-quality display". The journalist 

also published a great picture of the product in the end of the 

test.  

 
Sweclockers - SE 

Link  27/01/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Helsingborgs Dagblad(SWE) published an excellent 

repurposed review of Venue 8 Pro. The review highlights its 

great performance, fantastic sound quality and affordable price. 

The device was awarded the 'Best Buy stamp of approval."The 

full version of Windows 8.1 in combination with the robust 

design, excellent display, great sound quality and performance 

at a price that’s definitely affordable, makes thee Dell Venue 8 

Pro the best alternative to buy.” 

Best Buy Helsingborgs Dagblad - SE 

 
27/09/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Sydsvenskan (SWE) published an excellent review of Venue 8 

Pro. The review highlights its great performance, fantastic 

sound quality and affordable price. The device was awarded the 

'Best Buy stamp of approval."The full version of Windows 8.1 

in combination with the robust design, excellent display, great 

sound quality and performance at a price that’s definitely 

affordable, makes thee Dell Venue 8 Pro the best alternative to 

buy.” 

Best Buy Sydsvenskan - SE 

Link  26/09/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Sydsvenskan (SWE) published an excellent review of Venue 8 

Pro. The review highlights its great performance, fantastic 

http://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.545874/plattorna-som-gor-jobbdatorn-overflodig
http://www.sweclockers.com/artikel/18226-snabbtitt-pa-steam-in-home-streaming
http://www.sydsvenskan.se/ekonomi/mellanklassen-har-blivit-torr-bakom-oronen/
http://www.sweclockers.com/artikel/18226-snabbtitt-pa-steam-in-home-streaming
http://www.sydsvenskan.se/ekonomi/mellanklassen-har-blivit-torr-bakom-oronen/


sound quality and affordable price. The device was awarded the 

'Best Buy stamp of approval."The full version of Windows 8.1 

in combination with the robust design, excellent display, great 

sound quality and performance at a price that’s definitely 

affordable, makes thee Dell Venue 8 Pro the best alternative to 

buy.” 

Best Buy Sydsvenskan - SE 

 
26/09/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Ljud & Bild (SWE) published an excellent review of Venue 8 

Pro highlighting its great performance, design and outstanding 

sound. "With a complete version of Windows coupled with a 

robust design, excellent display, great sound quality and great 

performance at a price that is definitely affordable - it makes 

the Dell Venue 8 Pro the best choice to buy in our test.” 

5 out of 6 points and a "Best 

Buy" award 
Ljud & Bild - SE 

Link  09/09/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Mobil (SWE) wrote a positive review of the Dell Venue 8 Pro 

but was not just as pleased with Windows 8.1 Pro which 

affected his view of the user experience. "I´m not that 

impressed of Windows 8.1, Microsoft are absolutely on the 

right track but still have a few things to fix before the OS is 

perfect for tablets. But I am impressed of the tablets constrution 

with a really great display and performance." 

0.6 Mobil - SE 

Link  03/02/2014 

  

 

Workstation 

 

 

Precision M2800 

Notebookcheck (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Precision M2800, awarding it the "Good“ award. The review 

complements the robust construction, outstanding professional 

performance, good battery life, huge variety of ports and good 

price-to-performance ratio."In addition to the very harmonious 

http://www.ljudochbild.se/test/dell-venue-8-pro
http://www.mobil.se/tester/produkttester/test-dell-venue-8-pro
http://www.ljudochbild.se/test/dell-venue-8-pro
http://www.mobil.se/tester/produkttester/test-dell-venue-8-pro
http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Precision-M2800-sammanfattning.120423.0.html


outer finishing, Dell also did many things right inside the 

device.“ 

Good (87%) Notebookcheck - SE 

Link  07/07/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

PC for Alla (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Precision M3800 which received eight out of ten points and the 

'Good choice' award. The review highlights the great 

performance, lightness and excellent display. “Dell Precision 

M3800 is a workstation with elegant design, high resolution 

touch screen and plenty of computing power under two 

kilograms." 

"Good choice"-award 8 out 

of 10 points 
PC För Alla - SE 

 
14/10/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

PC För Alla (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Precision M3800 which received a "Great Choice!" award. The 

review highlights M3800's high performance, thin and 

lightweight appearance as well as its excellent display. “Dell 

Precision M3800 is a sleek workstation with an elegant design, 

high resolution touch screen and plenty of computing power in 

a device that weighs no more than 2 kilos.”  

Great Choice award PC För Alla - SE 

Link  16/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

IDG (SWE) published an excellent review of the Precision 

M3800 which received a "Great Choice!" award. The review 

highlights M3800's high performance, thin and lightweight 

appearance as well as its excellent display. “Dell Precision 

M3800 is a sleek workstation with an elegant design, high 

resolution touch screen and plenty of computing power in a 

device that weighs no more than 2 kilos.”  

Great Choice award IDG - SE 

Link  16/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

PC-Tidningen (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Precision M3800 which received 9 out of 10 points and the 

"PC-Tidningen recommends" award. The review highlights the 

thin and elegant design, fantastic display and great performance 

of the device. ”The M3800 is an extremely fast computer, very 

luxurious and well built. The display resolution is sky high with 

http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Precision-M2800-sammanfattning.120423.0.html
http://pcforalla.idg.se/2.1054/1.565847/dell-precision-m3800--skon-skarm-i-slimmad-proffsdator/sida/1/sidan-1-prestanda-och-konstruktion
http://www.idg.se/2.1085/1.565847/dell-precision-m3800--skon-skarm-i-slimmad-proffsdator/sida/2/sidan-2-bildskarm-och-omdome
http://pcforalla.idg.se/2.1054/1.565847/dell-precision-m3800--skon-skarm-i-slimmad-proffsdator/sida/1/sidan-1-prestanda-och-konstruktion
http://www.idg.se/2.1085/1.565847/dell-precision-m3800--skon-skarm-i-slimmad-proffsdator/sida/2/sidan-2-bildskarm-och-omdome


3200x1880 pixels and the colour reproduction is nearly 

perfect.”  

"PC-Tidningen 

recommends" and 9 out of 

10 points 

PC-Tidningen - SE 

 
03/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Notebookcheck (SWE) published an excellent review of the 

Precision M3800. The review highlights the elegant design, 

fantastic QHD+ display and great performance. The journalist 

writes ”Dell Precision M3800 combines the best of the central 

functions from two different worlds: The powerful components 

in a mobile workstation mixed with the thin chassi of an 

ultrabook.” 

 
Notebookcheck - SE 

Link  09/03/2014 

  

Norway 
 

Display 

 

 

UltraSharp P2414Q 

HjemmePC has published an excellent review of UP2414Q, 

rating it with 6 of 6 points. The reviewer states that the monitor 

is extremely sharp, good colour reproduction, and rich and 

easy-to-use menu settings. The only minus is that it is a little 

pricy. “Dell UP2414Q is an extreme monitor in every way. The 

sharpness is incredible, the color precision is very good and the 

menu is easy to use.” 

6 of 6 on the dice HjemmePC - NO 

 
01/03/2014 

  

 

Ultrasharp UP2414Q 

Digital Foto (Nor) has publised a positive review on the 

UP2414Q monitor. The accuracy of the monitor is praised 

making it a favorite for photo enthusiasts. This covers "The 

wide gamut Adobe RGB just like the technology PremierColor 

ensures accurate, lifelike colors. It is pre-calibrated, so you will 

not compromise on anything."  

 
Digital Foto - NO 

 
02/06/2014 

http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Precision-M3800-arbetsstation-sammanfattning.112873.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.se/Test-Dell-Precision-M3800-arbetsstation-sammanfattning.112873.0.html


  

 

UltraSharp UP3214Q 

Computerworld.no (NOR) has published this positive review of 

Ultrasharp UP3214Q, giving it 5 out of 6 on the dice, saying 

that the high resolution makes you work more efficiently in 

Photoshop, and the size makes it easier to have several 

programs running simultaneously. Colour reproduction and 

gradiation is also top class. "We can't deny that it was a 

letdown when the test was over and we had to pack the screen 

nicely and send it back to Dell." 

5 out of 6 on the dice Computerworld - NO 

Link  03/07/2014 

  

 

Ultrasharp UP3214Q 

PCWorld.no (NOR) has published this positive review of 

Ultrasharp UP3214Q, giving it 5 out of 6 on the dice, saying 

that the high resolution makes you work more efficiently in 

Photoshop, and the size makes it easier to have several 

programs running simultaneously. Colour reproduction and 

gradiation is also top class. "We can't deny that it was a 

letdown when the test was over and we had to pack the screen 

nicely and send it back to Dell." 

5 out of 6 on the dice Pcworld.no - NO 

Link  03/07/2014 

  

 

UltraSharp UP3214Q 

Hardware.no (NOR) has published a positive review of Dell 

UltraSharp UP3214Q, stating that it is of the rawest in its class, 

with superb image quality and functions, really something for 

the photo enthusiast, although the price is rather steep. "Dell 

UltraSharp UP3214Q really marks the entry of the 4K UltraHD 

displays, The IGZO panel with resolution of 3840 x 2160 

delivers crystal clear images" 

 
Hardware.no - NO 

Link  01/03/2014 

  

 

UltraSharp UZ2315H 

Hardware.no (NOR) published a positive review of the 

UZ2315H, highlighting its good picture quality and good 

viewing angel, rich connectivity options and good ergonomic 

features. "The mission for Dell's latest addition to the 

UltraSharp series is to satisfy office users and others who spend 

a lot of time in video conferences, simultaneously as the picture 

quality must be decent."  

7 out of 10 points Hardware.no - NO 

Link  27/08/2014 

http://www.idg.no/computerworld/article287977.ece
http://www.idg.no/pcworld/tester/pcogskjerm/skjermer/article287951.ece
http://www.hardware.no/artikler/dell-ultrasharp-up3241q/157358
http://www.hardware.no/artikler/test-dell-ultrasharp-uz2315h/162437/alle
http://www.idg.no/computerworld/article287977.ece
http://www.idg.no/pcworld/tester/pcogskjerm/skjermer/article287951.ece
http://www.hardware.no/artikler/dell-ultrasharp-up3241q/157358
http://www.hardware.no/artikler/test-dell-ultrasharp-uz2315h/162437/alle


  

 

Notebook 

 

 

Latitude 12 7000 series 

HjemmePC (NOR) has published a positive review of Latitude 

7240, giving it 5 of 6 stars, saying that it is a ultra professional, 

solid quality laptop with good touchpad, display and in/out 

options. "It is always a pleasure to lay your fingers on a well-

built laptop designed for business, and it is something students 

and others who writes a lot should try more often".  

5 out of 6 on the dice Klikk.no - NO 

Link  28/04/2014 

  

 

Latitude 12 7000 series 

HjemmePC has published a positive review of Latitude 7240, 

giving it 5 of 6 stars, saying that it is a ultra professional, solid 

quality laptop with good touchpad, display and in/out options. 

"It is always a pleasure to lay your fingers on a well-built 

laptop designed for business, and it is something students and 

others who writes a lot should try more often".  

5 of 6 stars HjemmePC - NO 

 
01/04/2014 

  

 

Latitude 13 Education series 

HjemmePC (NOR) has published an excellent review of 

Latitude 13 Education series and rated it best in test over five 

competing computers. "Dell provides a well-made computer for 

those on low budgets who need a solid working tool on the go. 

Some may think that the design isn't that exciting, but solid 

construction and spill proof keyboard should outweigh this for 

those who value usage over 'bling'."  

Best in test 6 out of 6 stars HjemmePC - NO 

 
01/08/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 7000 series 

Komputer for alle (NOR) has published a positive review of the 

Latitude E7440. Describing the device as a serious laptop with 

high performance and great capacity. "A strength of this laptop 

is its memory, a SSD of 256 GB. This gives it great capacity 

and allows you to fast read and write large files. It takes a mere 

17 seconds from moment it is switches on, until Windows is 

ready to use." 

http://www.klikk.no/teknologi/data/article905467.ece
http://www.klikk.no/teknologi/data/article905467.ece
http://komputer.no/datamaskiner/test-av-dell-latitude-e7440-ultrabook


8 out of 10 points Komputer for alle - NO 

Link  06/06/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 7000 series 

Komputer for alle (NOR)has published a positive review of 

E7440, saying it is a serious laptop with high preformance and 

great capacity. "It takes only 17 seconds from turning it on, 

until Windows is ready to use" 

8 out of 10 possible points Komputer for alle - NO 

 
12/05/2014 

  

 

Tablet 

 

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Komputer for alle (NOR) has published a positive review of 

Venue 11 Pro highlighting the "muscles within" making it 

useful for more than just a tablet. However the review criticised 

the weight of the tablet making the wrists sore when using over 

a longer period of time. "The tablet is solid built, but quite 

heavy. The screen has more than enough details, but we wish it 

had more light." 

8 out of 10 possible points Komputer for alle - NO 

Link  20/07/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

HjemmePC (NOR) has published a positive review of the 

Venue 11 Pro, awarding it 5 out of 6 possible point, and 

describing it as a real hybrid that functions great as both a tablet 

and a laptop. "For people working in an office there is a 

docking station for the Venue 11 Pro, so that you can easily use 

the tablet with an external monitor, mouse and keyboard." 

5 out of 6 points HjemmePC - NO 

 
02/07/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Komputer for alle (NOR) has published this positive review of 

the Venue 11 Pro, highlighting the high performance, the long 

battery capacity, the great IPS-display and the solid 

construction. "The Venue 11 Pro is powerful and runs the full 

version of Windows 8.1. This means that it runs all the 

applications you know well from an ordinary PC". 

8 out of 10 points Komputer for alle - NO 

http://komputer.no/datamaskiner/test-av-dell-latitude-e7440-ultrabook
http://komputer.no/lommedatamaskiner/test-av-dell-venue-11-pro
http://komputer.no/lommedatamaskiner/test-av-dell-venue-11-pro


 
24/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Komputer for alle (NOR) has published this stand-alone 

positive review of the keybord for Venue 11 Pro, saying that it 

is a good keyboard that is ideal to use with the tablet."The 

keyboard makes it easy to transform the Dell tablet to a laptop". 

7 out of 10 points Komputer for alle - NO 

 
24/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Dinside.no published an excellent review on Dell Venue 11 

Pro, giving it a Recommended product stamp and 5 on the dice. 

The review compliments the tablet for large and good display, 

full Windows 8.1 Pro functionlity, reasonable pricing, silence 

and great battery time. The only cons mentioned are moderate 

Windows performance and that 2 GB RAM is a little low. 

stating that “This is the best Windows tablet we have tested so 

far”.  

Recommended product, 5 on 

the dice 
Dinside.no - NO 

Link  24/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

VG+ (NOR) published an excellent review of the Venue 8 Pro 

in a group test alongsode two other tablets, describing the 

device as a a real mini -computer with a complete version of 

Windows. It praises the robust design, excellent display, terrific 

sound quality, good performance and affordable price of the 

tablet."This is real performance in a very small package." 

"Best buy" and 5 out of 6 

points 
VG - NO 

 
21/09/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Lyd & Bilde (NOR) has published a review of the Venue 8 Pro 

and awarded it "Best buy" and 5 out of 6 possible points. It 

describes it as a real mini computer, a complete Windows 

version combined with robust design, excellent display, 

excellent sound quality and good performance at an absolutely 

affordable price. "This is real performance in a very small 

package". 

"Best buy", 5 out of 6 points Lyd & Bilde - NO 

http://www.dinside.no/927800/dell-venue-pro-11
http://www.dinside.no/927800/dell-venue-pro-11
http://www.lydogbilde.no/test/dell-venue-8-pro


Link  02/09/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Adresseavisen (NOR) has published a test of Venue 8 Pro and 

four other tablets, giving the Venue 8 Pro the award "Best buy" 

and 5 out of 6 possible points. It describes it as a real mini 

computer, a complete Windows version combined with robust 

design, excellent display, excellent sound quality and good 

performance at an absolutely affordable price. "This is real 

performance in a very small package". 

"Best buy", 5 out of 6 points Adresseavisen - NO 

 
30/08/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Lyd & Bilde (NOR) has published an excellent review of 

Venue 8 Pro, describing it as a real mini computer. The review 

praised its robust design, excellent display, excellent sound 

quality and good performance at an affordable price. "This is 

all about a rock solid tablet". 

"Best buy" award and 5 out 

of 6 points 
Lyd & Bilde - NO 

 
28/08/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Computerworld’s PC World edition (NOR) has published a 

review of Dell Venue 8 Pro, giving on four on the dice. The 

review is posted under the headline “Small and smart”, stating 

that it has very good performance, good display and great 

battery time, and that the price is very good, compared to what 

you get for the price with the competitors on the market. The 

only issue is that it is a little small if you are running programs 

as a desktop. "The size is the most positive and also the most 

negative about the tablet. It is small enough to bring 

everywhere, and brilliant for reading books and documents. 

Simultaneously, the size may prevent productivity, especially if 

you rund programs through the desktop". 

4 on the dice Computerworld - NO 

 
31/01/2014 

  

 

http://www.lydogbilde.no/test/dell-venue-8-pro


Workstation 

 

 

Precision M2800 

HjemmePC (NOR) has published a positive review of Precision 

M2800, giving it 5 out of 6 points, highlighting the 

performance, durability, keyboard, pointing devices, wireless 

ac network, and battery capacity."Dell has done a lot right with 

the Precision M2800. They have based the workstation on a pro 

chassis, filled it with the right hardware and thrown on a good 

keyboard and good pointing devices."  

5 out of 6 points HjemmePC - NO 

 
01/09/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Komputer for alle (NOR) has published a positive review of the 

Precision M3800, giving it 9 out of 10 possible points, and 

describing it as an impressive laptop with high performance 

and great design.""Dell has a created a high quality laptop built 

with great materials."  

9 out of 10 points Komputer for alle - NO 

Link  29/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Komputer for alle (Nor) has published an excellent review of 

the Precision M3800 lauding the devicesstunning display. It 

achieved 9 out of 10 possible point and recieved the"We 

recommend award. The high performance and great design of 

the laptop were also highlighted."The inside is also top class, 

with one of Intel's faster mobile processors, a good graphics 

card and an SSD of 256 GB, which ensures lightning-fast start-

up in under ten seconds. The PC also has a slightly larger than 

standard hard drive, so you do not run out of capacity".  

We Recommend Award and 

9 out of 10 points 
Komputer for alle - NO 

 
02/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Teknisk Ukeblad (NOR) has published a positive review of the 

Precision M3800, giving it 8 out of 10 possible points, stating 

that it is a power package for engineers, designers and students. 

"Attractive design, good performance and brilliant display in a 

laptop weighing only 1.88 kilos."  

8/10 tu.no - NO 

http://komputer.no/datamaskiner/test-av-dell-precision-m3800
http://komputer.no/datamaskiner/test-av-dell-precision-m3800
http://www.tu.no/t2/2014/04/19/en-pc-for-ingeniorer-designere-og-studenter


Link  19/04/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

PCworld.no (NOR) has published a good review of Dell 

Precision M3800 under the headline “Workstation on diet”, 

stating that it is combines high performance, low weight and 

good looks. It receives 5 on the dice, and the reviewer states 

that the display is very good, the performance is high, it is light 

and compact, and has very solid construction. "It is a very good 

choice for those who need a laptop with additional performance 

and better functionality. It has a fantastic display, and we have 

a good impression of the construction. The target group is those 

needing mobility to work with images, video, 3D and 

programming"  

5 on the dice Pcworld.no - NO 

Link  30/01/2014 

  

Denmark 
 

Desktop 

 

 

OptiPlex 9020 

Jp.dk (DEN) has published an excellent review of the Dell 

Optiplex 9020, including it in "best electronic purchases of the 

week". It was praised for having a great monitor and a good all 

round AIO."If you want t acomputer with a good monitor and 

which powers whatever you need, we recommend that you take 

a closer look at Dell Optiplex 9020." 

Included in "Best electronic 

purchases of the week"  
Jp.dk - DK 

Link  27/10/2014 

  

 

Display 

 

 

P2314T 

Alt om Data (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Dell P2314T monitor, giving it 4 of 5 stars and a 

"recommended by Alt om Data"-award, stating:"The monitor 

has great lights and the colour reproduction is very good, and at 

http://www.tu.no/t2/2014/04/19/en-pc-for-ingeniorer-designere-og-studenter
http://www.idg.no/pcworld/article281964.ece
http://jyllands-posten.dk/digitalt/ECE7145871/Her-er-ugens-bedste-elektronik-k%C3%B8b/
http://www.idg.no/pcworld/article281964.ece
http://jyllands-posten.dk/digitalt/ECE7145871/Her-er-ugens-bedste-elektronik-k%C3%B8b/


the same time the power use doesn´t exceed 18 watt in use. The 

vieweing angles are good, and the monitor is very practical 

since it can be tipped backwards" 

4/5 stars, Alt om data-

recommends 
Alt om Data - DK 

 
13/03/2014 

  

 

P2815Q 

Alt om Data (DEN) has published a positive review of the Dell 

P2815Q monitor, giving it 3.5 out of 5 points."Has really good 

ergonomics and a number of connection options which outshine 

the other monitors in the review." 

3.5 out of 5 Alt om Data - DK 

 
18/09/2014 

  

 

Notebook 

 

 

Latitude 14 7000 series 

Komputer.dk (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Dell Latitude E7440, praising its high performance and long 

lasting battery life."The 21 mm flat and 1,6 kilo solid Dell 

Latitude E7440 is equipped with a good mix of high 

performing features, excellent battery life and top notch 

usability." 

8/10 Komputer.dk - DK 

Link  06/06/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 7000 series 

Komputer for alle (DEN) has published an excellent review of 

the Dell Latitude E7440, giving it 8/10 points and saying:"The 

21 mm flat and 1,6 kilo solid Dell Latitude E7440 is equipped 

with a good mix of high performing features, excellent battery 

time andtop notch usability " 

8/10 Komputer for alle - DK 

 
15/05/2014 

  

 

Tablet 

 

http://komputer.dk/test/computere/test-af-dell-latitude-e7440-ultrabook
http://komputer.dk/test/computere/test-af-dell-latitude-e7440-ultrabook


 

Venue 11 Pro 

Komputer.dk (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Dell Venue 11 Pro, awarding it 8 out of 10 stars. It praised the 

screen's good viewing angles, however noted that the price is a 

little high."Dell Venue 11 Pro is a Windows 8.1 tablet at 10.8 

inches with a powerful interior, which makes it well suited for 

more than just regular internet use." 

8 out of 10 stars Komputer.dk - DK 

Link  20/07/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Komputer for alle (DEN) has published a positive review of the 

Venue 11 Pro, awarding it 8/10 stars, praising its powerful 

interior and good viewing angles."Dell Venue 11 Pro is a 

Windows 8.1 tablet at 10.8 inches with powerful interior, which 

makes it well suited for more than just regular internet use" 

8 out of 10 stars Komputer for alle - DK 

 
26/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Jp.dk has published an excellent review of the Dell Venue 11 

Pro, giving it 6 of 6 stars, and saying:“Rarely have I been as 

positively surprised as in this case with the Dell Venue 11 Pro. 

But with an amazing screen, great performance, unsurpassed 

battery life and a work tool which feels like everything comes 

together, there is almost only positive things to say about this 

unit” 

6 of 6 Jp.dk - DK 

Link  06/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Digital Foto has published an excellent review of the Dell 

Venue 11 Pro, giving it 8,9 of 10 points and saying:"For 

photoenthusiasts, Dell has chosen the right horse to bet on with 

Windows as operating system" 

8,9 of 10 points Digital Foto - DK 

 
03/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Mobilsiden (DEN) published an excellent review of the Venue 

11 Pro awarding it top marks in almost all categories. “Another 

point where the Dell Venue Pro stands out very positive. 11 

With battery life for an entire working day alone in the tablet 

device and even a day's life in the keyboard with built-in 

battery, you should not have to spend time searching for 

http://komputer.dk/test/lomme-pcer/test-af-dell-venue-11-pro
http://jyllands-posten.dk/digitalt/computer/ECE6607500/test-dell-venue-11-pro-mobilkontor-i-topklasse/
http://komputer.dk/test/lomme-pcer/test-af-dell-venue-11-pro
http://jyllands-posten.dk/digitalt/computer/ECE6607500/test-dell-venue-11-pro-mobilkontor-i-topklasse/
http://www.mobilsiden.dk/anmeldelser/dell-venue-11-pro-anmeldelse-mobilkontor-i-topklasse-produkttest,lid.31214/


Sockets. Even in less business travel, it is hardly necessary to 

bring a charger. Thumbs up!” 

6/6 points Mobilsilden - DK 

Link  02/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Mobilsiden.dk has published an excellent review of the Dell 

Venue 11 Pro, giving it 6 of 6 stars, and saying:“Rarely have I 

been as positively surprised as in this case with the Dell Venue 

11 Pro. But with an amazing screen, great performance, 

unsurpassed battery life and a work tool which feels like 

everything comes together, there is almost only positive things 

to say about this unit” 

6 of 6 Mobilsiden.dk - DK 

Link  02/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Lyd og Billede (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Venue 8 Pro, giving it awarding it the "Best Buy" stamp of 

approval in a comparative review. The review praises its robust 

design, good screen and affordable price. "A complete 

windows operating system combined with robust design, good 

screen, excellent sound quality and good performance at a very 

affordable price, makes the Dell Venue 8 Pro the best buy 

choice." 

5 out of 6 points and the 

"Best Buy" award.  
Lyd og Billede - DK 

 
08/09/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Lydogbillede.dk (DEN) has published an excellent review of 

the Venue 8 Pro, giving it five out of six stars and named it 

"Best buy" in a comparative review."A complete Windows 

version combined with robust design, good screen, excellent 

sound quality and good performance at a very affordable price, 

makes the Dell Venue 8 Pro the best buy of the review." 

5 out of 6 stars and "Best 

buy" 
Lyd og Billede - DK 

Link  08/09/2014 

http://www.mobilsiden.dk/anmeldelser/dell-venue-11-pro-anmeldelse-mobilkontor-i-topklasse-produkttest,lid.31214/
http://www.mobilsiden.dk/anmeldelser/dell-venue-11-pro-anmeldelse-mobilkontor-i-topklasse-produkttest,lid.31214/
http://www.lydogbillede.dk/test/dell-venue-8-pro/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=dell-venue-8-pro
http://www.mobilsiden.dk/anmeldelser/dell-venue-11-pro-anmeldelse-mobilkontor-i-topklasse-produkttest,lid.31214/
http://www.lydogbillede.dk/test/dell-venue-8-pro/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=dell-venue-8-pro


  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Mobilsiden (DEN) has published a positive review of the Dell 

Venue 8 pro, gving it 4/6 stars and saying:"Even though the 

Dell Venue 8 Pro does not have Full HD, it delivers a very nice 

performance with IPS screen with HD resolution, which is clear 

and with great colours. The viewing angles are wide, so that the 

display can be read from even sharp angles." 

4/6 Mobilsiden - DK 

Link  20/05/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Altomdata.dk has published an excellent review of the Dell 

Venue 8 Pro, giving it 4/5 points and saying:"The colours are 

very good and vivid and the screen with 10 point touch reacts 

very well" 

4/5 Altomdata.dk - DK 

Link  15/05/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Datatid (DEN)has published an excellent review of the Dell 

Venue 8 Pro, giving it 4/5 stars and saying:"Bsides having a 

very nice surplus of power, the Dell Venue 8 Pro also feels 

strong when used, and the assembly quality is convincing. It 

also feels very comfortable to hold" 

4/5 stars  Datatid - DK 

 
24/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Computerworld.dk (DEN) has published a review of the Dell 

Venue 8 Pro, giving it 4/6 stars. However not being too happy 

with the app-selection/quality and the lack of HDMI-plug. 

"Dell Venue 8 Pro has an Atom processor in the engine room, 

which is a battery friendly processor, that can still run all 

Windows programs" 

4/6 Computerworld.dk - DK 

Link  14/03/2014 

  

 

Workstation 

 

 

Precision M3800 

http://www.mobilsiden.dk/anmeldelser/dell-venue-8-pro-anmeldelse-ikke-taenkt-faerdig-test,lid.31650/
http://www.altomdata.dk/windows-tablet-med-atom-processor-og-office/1
http://www.computerworld.dk/art/230342/test-af-6-mini-tablets-saadan-vaelger-du-den-rigtige?page=8
http://www.mobilsiden.dk/anmeldelser/dell-venue-8-pro-anmeldelse-ikke-taenkt-faerdig-test,lid.31650/
http://www.altomdata.dk/windows-tablet-med-atom-processor-og-office/1
http://www.computerworld.dk/art/230342/test-af-6-mini-tablets-saadan-vaelger-du-den-rigtige?page=8
http://www.altomdata.dk/datatid/underspillet-klasse/1


Altomdata.dk (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Dell Precision M3800, giving it 5 out of 5 stars for quality and 

making it the winner of the review. It praises the large screen, 

powerful processor and quick graphics card. "The design is 

very simple, cleared of any "nonsense" and with plenty of room 

around the big keyboard. The design has been cut to the bone, 

and it is perfect. That is, if you prefer a no-nonsense work 

computer, which at the same time has a big screen and delivers 

powerful performance." 

Review-winner Quality: 5 

out of 5 Price: 2 out of 5 
Altomdata.dk - DK 

Link  06/08/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Komputer.dk (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Precision M3800, giving it 9/10 stars and awarding it the 

"Komputer for alle recommends "award. The device was 

praised for its stylish robust design and eye-catching screen 

resolution. "When you open the M3800, the screen catches 

your attention and the resolution is sky high: 3200x1880 pixels. 

The colours are precise and even the black is close to perfect." 

9 out of 10 stars and the 

"Komputer for Alle 

recommends" award 

Komputer.dk - DK 

 
29/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Komputer for alle (DEN) has published an excellent review of 

the Precision M3800, which received the "Komputer for alle 

recommends" award. The review compliments the devices 

amazing screen and sleek design. "When you open the M3800, 

the screen catches your attention and the resolution is sky high: 

3200x1880 pixels. The colours are precise and even the black is 

close to perfect." 

9/10 and "Komputer for Alle 

recommends "award 
Komputer for alle - DK 

 
04/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Datatid (DEN) has published an excellent review of the Dell 

Precision M3800, giving it 5/5 stars and naming it winner of a 

compared review, saying:"It is incredible how much power you 

can put into a super flat cabinet today. Workstations can also be 

hot!" 

5/5 stars - and the testwinner  Datatid - DK 

 
24/04/2014 

http://www.altomdata.dk/datatid/underspillet-klasse/1


  

 

Precision M3800 

Altomdata.dk (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Dell Precision M3800, giving 4/5 stars and a "Alt om Data 

recommends"-award, sayting:"Exclusive workstation which, 

despite the fact that it is very mobile, is still very powerful. 

Amazing screen and touchpad as well as a user-wise 

comfortable appearance” 

4/5 stars and "Alt om Data 

Recommends" award 
Altomdata.dk - DK 

Link  23/04/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Alt om Data (DEN) has published an excellent review of the 

Dell M3800, giving it 4/5 stars and a "recommended by Alt om 

Data"-award, stating:"An exclusive workstation, which despite 

the fact that it is very mobile, is still very powerfull. Amazing 

screen and touchpad, as well is a user-wise comfortable 

appearance." 

4/5 stars, Alt om data-

recommends 
Alt om Data - DK 

 
13/03/2014 

  

Important Note: Dell does not have the right to re-publish the reviews created by these 

publications - this content is for use in sales discussions and links to the original publications 

can be shared, BUT this information is NOT to be re-distributed (eg e-mailed) or re-

published. 

http://www.altomdata.dk/skarpskaaret-mobil-arbejdsstation-i-tyndt-snit
http://www.altomdata.dk/skarpskaaret-mobil-arbejdsstation-i-tyndt-snit

